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(Easy Piano Personality). Here are the 16 tracks from Swift's record-breaking blockbuster album, all

presented in easy piano notation: All Too Well * Begin Again * Everything Has Changed * Holy

Ground * I Almost Do * I Knew You Were Trouble * The Last Time * The Lucky One * Red * Sad

Beautiful Tragic * Starlight * State of Grace * Stay Stay Stay * Treacherous * 22 * We Are Never

Ever Getting Back Together.
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I got this yesterday at Target and for those who like to perform or just like to collect anything Taylor

related this is the songbooklet for you. Consist of sheet music for all 16 tracks from RED and also

includes Guitar fingerings, lyrics and piano musical notes. The lyrics are made to piano musical

notes so you can tell where they are and make sure you hit the octave range. The back of the

booklet is the cover to the Target exclusive RED deluxe edition which is pretty cool. Interior also

includes an index for you to find the songs you want fast. Again this is a great product for

performers and Swifties who want to collect anything Taylor related.

This is the first song book I got to learn to play guitar on. I love it, its very easy to follow, very easy to

use, has all the tracks from the regular RED CD (none of the deluxe songs, but whatever). It shows

you how to make each one of your chords at the top where you see where to switch. This book is

great, very easy to follow, absolutely phenomenal. I love it



A must for all Taylor Swift fans wanting to play her music. More suited for medium to skilled players

but well worth the effort and time if you are prepared to. If you can read and play music your already

there WOULD recommend this for all lovers of Taylors music a great buy you will not be

dissapointed

If you're ordering the paperback sheet music, be careful! There are multiple versions so be sure that

you're ordering the one you want, as I ordered the wrong version and had to get it exchanged.There

are 3 paperback versions: easy piano, guitar, and piano/vocals/guitar. The preview they show is

specifically for the piano/vocals/guitar version. You can see which version you've selected on the

top right of the book cover.As far as the sheet music itself, there are some good songs and some

not-so-great songs. I wish the parts for your left hand were more interesting or varied, because a lot

of the songs have the same rhythm for the left hand which can get dull. But overall, I am enjoying

the piano/vocals/guitar book!

Shows the chords, strum patterns and pick patterns. Notation and tabs are also included. This is

helping me teach my ten year old grand daughter Taylors' songs. It keeps her interested in learning

guitar so that is a big plus.

I'm told this songbook has all the songs which appear on Taylor Swift's 'Fearless' album/CD. This is

a Christmas gift for my grand-daughter who really likes Taylor Swift and plays guitar pretty well. I'm

sure she'll enjoy it.

I was disappointed to find that this does not have easy tabs and the strum and pick patterns like the

other Taylor Swift book by Hal Leonard. It is made for more advanced guitarists and pianists.

I love this, because it is simple and I am not very good at guitar. I don't know that many chords so I

love this songbook, and I love Taylor Swift. My dad bought this for me Monday an it got here today.
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